Celebrating 50 Years of Membership at DCLSA
Albert and Marlene Riebel, August 2020
I became interested in sailing while I was young and spending a week at
my uncle’s cabin on Lake Greenwood in South Carolina. One afternoon a
sailboat sailed up to the dock and I went out to see it. I was very interested
in how it was moved by the wind through the water and how the two people
on board were able to maneuver the boat to get to different locations.
Several years later my father decided that the family vacations would
consist of camping. Our first camping trip was to stay in Swallow Falls
State Park outside of Oakland. One day we were in Oakland and were told
of a new business that had opened in town that was building fiberglass
sailboats. My father decided that it would be interesting to see how they
were building the boats. We walked over and looked into the window and
looked through the door. Sandy Douglas came out to say hello and
answered a few questions. He had just opened his factory.
factor
Soon after I graduated from the University of South Carolina, a friend told
me that his father worked for a local company in Columbia that build
fiberglass Jet 14 sailboats as well as other classes. And once I started
working, I decided that I would like to learn to sail. I called Jack Helm Boat
Builders and ordered a new Jet 14. Cost was approx. $1500 and included
a custom trailer and new Kenyon Sails. (No spinnaker since they were not
class approved as yet.)
I brought the boat home and spent the summer putting the boat into the
water and trying to sail it. Remember I had no idea how to sail at that point
and had not ever been on a sailboat. Launching and sailing were not pretty
but I was able to get back to shore. I visited the Yacht Club on Turkey Neck
during one of my trips to the lake and noticed that they had several Jet 14s
that were raced during the summer.
One day at work I mentioned my interest to Bill Crawford who worked in
our Purchasing Dept. He said he would recommend me for membership. I
filled out the form and interviewed with Jim Davis in Pittsburgh. I was sent
an acceptance letter from the Commodore, Ed Gibbs, requesting my
payment for the initiation fee and that year’s dues. ($50 for initiation and
$50 for dues).

It was around this time that I met Marlene. She quickly joined in on the fun,
sailing the Jet 14 alongside me. We were married in 1973.
Over the next few years the Jet Fleet grew to be fairly large and the Club
even hosted several regattas. At that time, the boats were kept in the same
area that the lasers are now stored. We launched them by hand and it took
2 or 3 of us to get them into and out of the water.

1977: Atlantic Coast Regatta.
Many Jets came in from NJ, Ohio, VA and PA

Fleet boats stored west of the loading ramp.
Tree has been long gone and we used
to store power boats on the moorings.

There were 2 docks: the large dock and the small dock. The Jets were on
the small dock which was so tippy we had to add an outrigger towards the
end so that it would remain stable. Dock launching and pulling required a
large group of people because they were manhandled onto the shore. We
slid them out of the water, flipped them over and carried them to the rip rap
line of stones. These were also the days that the lake’s water level was
dropped a good deal throughout the summer. The docks had to be carried
a good distance to the rock wall.
After several years the docks were
designed into standard segments
(width and length). Ray Thayer built
a wheeled frame that fit over the
segments and could be used to
transport and store them on the
lawn. Thank you Ray and the others
who participated in the new dock
designs. We were all getting older
and we had a few near misses.
Fortunately no one was hurt.

Jet Fleet preparing to leave from the “Little Dock.
‘Notice the outrigger near the end, which was
needed to stabilize the very tippy dock.

After a while Marlene and I started a family. Baron was born first, then
Ashley. That is when we found out about the Club rule which prevented
children being on the deck and in the club house. We would have a blanket
on the ground next to our car and Marlene would entertain our son while I
raced. It was easier to find a crew for the boat than it was to find a baby
sitter.
My sailing improved each year.
yea As I became older, I found that the Jet was
not very comfortable so we bought a used Flying Scot. My original Scot
was replaced by the one I have now.
Marlene and I have totally enjoyed our membership in the yacht club. We
have been with people who have made our lives very fulfilling and have
taught us many things along the way.
Over the years we have been on many committees for social events. We
have been able to enjoy meeting new people on those committees. The
Yacht Club parties have changed from an evening with a great deal of
drinking and someone playing the piano on Saturday night to what we
currently enjoy. Now we have many different themes, great food to match
the themes and very good entertainment.
As I reflect back on these past 50 years, I’m struck by the notion that life is
not measured by what you possess. It is measured by having good friends
and the many experiences stored away in your memories. DCLSA has
certainly provided a wealth of both to Marlene and me.

Al and Marlene found these old movies
showing club activities
from the late 60s and early 70s.
Copy and paste this YouTube link to view them:

https://youtu.be/jmhSYL73_Lg

